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About This Game

DESCRIPTION:

Underhero is a 2D side-scroller RPG adventure game with timing-based combat. It tells an intriguing and mysterious story, full
of silly characters brimming with personality, quirky dialogue, and lots of weird humor.

STORY:

Inspired by Paper Mario games and RPGs in general, it tells the story of a world where the chosen hero has failed and an
underling of the main villain takes his place as the new “hero”.

Join Elizabeth IV and a little Masked kid in a journey across the Chestnut Kingdom to once again, defeat the evil Mr. Stitches!
Meet friends, foes and other weird characters in the mysterious world of Underhero.

...Wait, once again!?

FEATURES:

  A sidescrolling RPG adventure full of beautiful pixel art and cartoony aesthetics.

  Turn-based combat with a twist: there are no turns! Use your reflexes to evade, and your timing to attack or parry!
We call it timing-based combat.
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  Level ups let you choose between three options! HP, attack and stamina! Choose wisely...

  Enemies consider you their ally, so talk to them in-battles!

  Critical hits occur when you hit an enemy with the beat of the music, not randomly! Groovy~

  You want to escape a tough battle? Bribe your enemies!

  A wonderful original soundtrack composed by Stijn van Wakeren.

  Explorable worlds sprinkled with many hidden secrets.

  Mini games!

  Puzzle elements.

  Some good old platforming.

  Fun and intense boss battles!

  A satire of RPG tropes.

  A story shrouded in mystery, with many twists and turns…
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Title: Underhero
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Paper Castle Games
Publisher:
Paper Castle Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2018
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Extraordinarly Fun Game, this game has been around for quite sometime now but recently rebought it for this account and I
can't say that I'm disappointed, this counts for endless fun and gives a true insight of fun and is a good throwback to the best
Tom Clancy games.

100% Recommend it!. This game does not feature KB+M support. All controls are static and cannot be changed, and all button
prompts are for a controller. The gameplay isnt terrible, and the music is awesome. I have to give this game a thumbs down
because without a controller it is not enjoyable to play KB controls are not intuitive. If these get fixed I may come back an
update my review.. its so much micromanagement that it doent let me enjoy the actual game. god, even the tutorial is a hell of a
lot of work. not my cup of tea, unfortunatelly.. i whant money back this is nothing close to waht i saW AND IT CRASHES SO
MUCH. Just played the game a little for the first time, it was pretty fun and it's definitely cool to shoot pirates with pirate
themed weapons. Only small gripe I have is how long it takes the level to end after you finish killing all the enemies, but that's
pretty minor. One day I said to myself, "I wonder if there's a VR model train game?" Did a quick Google search and came
across this awesome treasure, and it's everything you expect in a VR model train game. There are still a couple of bugs and some
room for improvement, but this game is at a great place right now and can only get better. While there is not a fleshed out
tutorial at this time, once you read the quick start guide in the forums, the controls are pretty intuitive. There is a solid
foundation in the game physics, though I believe it could use some minor tweaking. The dev seems pretty active in continually
pushing out improvements and bug fixes. In my first single day of owning the full version, I've already sunk around 5 hours into
this game, and I won't be slowing down any time soon.. a complete waste of every penny spent.. Thanks humble sale for letting
me notice this great game.
So sad it has just 13 reviews
I'll add one right now and update it later. I already love it
You definitely need to put some effort into advertising.

doing the "local coop" stuff in singleplayer [cause no friends] is kinda painful.
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For me, The Witcher 2 teeters just on the edge between "recommended" and "not recommended" and as such I may as well
have flipped a coin for the rating. Some aspects of this game I like a lot, but a myriad of small to medium-sized problems
significantly weigh on my enjoyment at almost all times while playing this.

The best part is the story that unfolds across three chapters and leads you through part of the Northern Kingdoms. What starts
out as a mostly personal mission slowly pulls in more and more people and factions, which leads to lots and lots of dialogue with
intriguing characters. Large and small choices are spread throughout the game, letting you influence things in one way or the
other.

The beautiful designs of armor and clothes help to set the already good characters apart further. Locations received a similar
amount of attention it seems, since there is a good amount of nooks and crannies to explore, though all the places you visit turn
out to be quite moderately sized. Some side quests tell cool optional stories while others are a bit underwhelming.

The real problems begin with the combat system: Geralt is a bit fragile, and getting surrounded by enemies can get you killed in
the blink of an eye, so dispatching enemies in a controlled manner seems advised. However, the sluggish controls and limited
array of moves often get in the way of that plan. An especially glaring problem is the fact that hits in the back do double
damage, yet there is no way to get away from enemies without turning around, thus exposing your back to a painful blow.

This kind of slight design-schizophrenia extends to the meditation system as well. It is only possible to drink potions while
meditating, i.e. outside of combat, so you are advised to prepare by chugging your potions before entering a fight. However,
many more difficult fights start right after a cutscene and\/or some lengthy dialogue, sometimes even a change in scenery. So it
is almost impossible for a player without good knowledge of the game to realize when the time has come to chug a potion in
preparation for battle. Even knowing that a boss battle is coming up, if you don't know the place or time the cutscene triggers at,
it can catch you off-guard and railroad you into the battle with no option to drink your potions anymore. The fact that the timers
for potions and oils keep running even during dialogue and cutscenes might make perfect sense in-universe, but it can easily
lead to frustration and only compounds the earlier problems.

Lastly, the menus are really quite bad. They display little information at a time and are unnecessarily complicated to navigate.
Menu cursors do weird stuff when fitting runes and doing alchemy for example, potentially leading you to fit the wrong rune or
lose some ingredients over a menu bug. A few graphical bugs, many awful hitboxes on all kinds of attacks, the occasional
dialogue line that's way louder than anything else, many hard to trigger button prompts and some laughably out of place quick-
time-events complete the picture of an enjoyable, yet thoroughly messy game that lacks some serious fine-tuning in almost all
aspects.

In my opinion it is worth a play if you are looking for a good story\/world to get immersed in or if you are already invested in
the storyline\/world of the Witcher. Otherwise, there's better, less frustrating games out there.. To be fair I only played this
game for 40 minutes, but since those 40 minutes were spent falling through the world twice in two different spots, getting stuck
on never-ending loading screens twice, and having to quit out of the game three times to restart, I don't really want to play any
more.
Especially since all the gameplay I did get a chance to see was floaty controls and stilted dialogue.. Inčīgs TBS gāmis ar
elementāru spēles mehāniku - pretinieku ir vai nu jānomīca vai jānobrucina. PvP varētu būt vēl jautrāks pasākums par
kampaņu.. Sometimes you forget why you play videogames. Then a game like this comes around and reminds you. It's Pizza
Time.. I love this, gfx are done well, reminds me of an old arcade shooter, except you in space, no floor, and remote controlling
a fighter ship.. Imagine the hacking minigame from Bioshock, except that you rotate existing tiles instead of placing existing
ones. Also imagine that you control Frogger, who hand-rotates these tiles while listening to techno and dodging traffic on a
highway.

If you dismiss indie games as being EITHER fast, tough-as-nails platformers OR artsy atmospheric environments, I highly
encourage you to give this game a shot - this is a fine example of original gameplay that requires split-second precision and
risk\/reward decision making. I had beaten (not gold-medalled) the single-player campaign in about 4 hours, but don't take that
as a knock against the game - I preferred to play in 10-minute intervals to give my nerves a chance to recover from the frantic
pace, and I haven't played much of the other modes yet.

The soundtrack by Ian Hicks is extremely well done - 7 tracks that nicely complement the setting and gameplay that are well
worth purchasing and adding to your mp3 player. The 8th, which is used in the trailer, feels out of place and I've removed it
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from my playlist. Recommended.

Speed and precision required: Yes

Straightforward 100%: No

Soundtrack format: DLC, mp3. Simplistic and boring gameplay.. There's no instructions or tutorials to teach you how to play
and you have to register just to play. Also, you have to download maps. And there's no campaign or story to keep you interested.
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